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An extension tor the concept of finite index of a eontext-free grammar

1. Bnernnno [l] and Sar,onae [T] have considered the concept, of
finite index of a context-free grammar. Salomaa extends the notion of
index to include context-free languages and he also proves that the family
of languages of finite index is properly included in the family of context-
free languages. Problems related. to the concept of finite index have also
been considered by Yrrnue [9], Nrver [6], Grnsnuno and sraxrnn [B]
and Gnusxe [a]. rn [5] we considered an extension of finite index to the
case of ordered context-free grammars. In this paper we consider this
extension in the case, where the relation by which the ordering is defined
is empty and we thus have an ordinary context-free grammar and language.
we shall show that our extension of the concept of finite index is so general
that for every context-free language there exists a gramma,r which has
this property and generates the language in question.

Let G : (I* ,I, , Xo, -E) be a context-free grammar, where I,u is
the set of nonterminals, r, lhe set of terminals, xo € /, is the initial
s5rmbol and I is the set of productions. tr'or any word p ,lg(X I 

p)
denotes the number of occurrences of the letter x in p and lg p the
length of the word P .

Let L be the language generated by G and let

(l) D:Xo:Po=...+P,:q
be a derivation according to G . By the length of a d.erivation we mean
the number of times we have applied productions. Thus, the length of the
derivation (I) equals r. rf there exist, a natural u(i) and, an integer 7
such that

(2) Itstx, lPi)<u(i)
I tstx, I Pr*,) 2 u(i,) ,

(x, € /r) ,

then we say that the derivation D goes through the point u(i) with
respect to xr. we further say that the derivation D goes through a(d)
k; times with respect to xi , if there exist lcr distinct indices j for
which the condition (2) holds. we say that a grammar G possesses the
finite point property with respect to a set §(q 1rr) (f.p.p. B) iff for each
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Xr € § there exist natural numbers u(d) and ?ri such that every v'ord

QG Ll has a derivation according to G which goes through a(r;) with
respect to Xi at most oi times. We see immediately that if a grammar

is of finite index, it also possesses f.p.p. /* . ff a grammar, on the contrary,
possesses f.p.p. 1*, it may be impossible to assert, any bound for the num-
ber of occurrences of a nonterminal. Therefore the condition that a grammar
possesses f.p.p. /* is hot so strict as the condition that a grammar is of
finite index. The following theorem shows, on the other hand, that the
extension is an essential one:

Theorem. ?or euery comtert-free latnguage L there erists a granlnla,r

G:€*,Ir,Xo,F) such that f,:L(G) and' G possesses f.p.p. IN.
Jl[ore speci,fioal,lg, I*: I,v U /iu (1* n 1; : @) in such a way that o(I7o)
:o(Ik) or o(1.r*):o(I;)-L i'f )'QL or Ae Lrespectiaelyand,eaery
word, o! L has a d,er'i,aati,on accord,'ing to G which goes through I at most

once utith respect to each nomterm'i,nal, of I * and, through 3 zero times wi'th

respect to ea,ch nonterminal "f Ik.

2. Before going to the proof of the above theorem we consider some

preliminary concepts. Assume in the foilowing that le L . Because for
every context-free gramma,r there exists an equivalent grammar in the
Chomsky normal form (cf. [2] and [8]) we may assume that G is in the

Chomsky normal form. This means that all the productions of G are of
thetrroforms X-->YZ and X->o, where X,Y,Z are nonterminals
and a is a terminal letter. Denote

and

y(4) _{x__>X lx€/*}
Consider the grammål,rs

ancl

where I *
followilrg

G =- (1' ' I' ' X' ' F) 
'

lerttma is ol"lvious:
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Lemma 1. The gro,mrna,rs G , G' and, G are equiualent.

fn a word P over 7," a nonterminal X or X may be in two states,
namely, in the yes-state and in the no-state. A derivation can change
the state according to the following rules. Let P, + P, be a step in a
derivation according to some of the grammars G , G' and G . If, for a
nonterminal X ,lg (X I &) : lg (X I Pr) , then X is in the same state
in both words P, and Pr; if lg (X l&) < lg (X lPr) , then X is in
the yes-state in the word P, (and thus the state changes if X is in the
no-state in the word Pr) ; finally, if lg (X I Pr) : lg(X I Pr) * l, then
X is in the no-state in the word P, . Respectively we define the cha,nges

for a nonterminal X. 'We assume that in the words Xo and Xo lttre
initial symbols) the nonterminals X, and & are in the yes-state re-
spectively. Thus, it should be noted that the state of X (or Xol in some
word P depends on the derivation by which we get P from Xo o. Xo .

Let Pr=+. P, be a derivation according to the grammar G , d' or G .

Let B(P, , Pr) be the subset of i* such that

,S(Pr, Pr) :{x,X I x e-fN, X e t*,lg (X I &) : 1g (x I Pr) * t,
lg (X lP') : lg (X lPr) + t).

We say that the derivation satisfies the condition A iff X (or X; belongs
to the set §(P, , Pr) only if X (or X1 is in the yes-state in the word P. .

In this c&se we denote

Pt* Pr, Pt* Pr, Pr* Pr,
G,A 7"A G,A

o

(3)

where we have a derivation according to Gl , G' or G respectively. If
some word P generates a word @ accordingto G,G' ot d as follows:

P : Po> P!> ... > P, : Q (r > I),

where every step Pr* Pr+, (ri : 0, I , .,r - 1) satisfies the condition
A , we sa,y that the derivation P * Q satisfies the condition A ancl

denote analogousl-v to (3)

(The derivat,ion P å P is clefinecl to
prove

Lemma 2. Let there ex'ists ct, d,eriuat'ion

x, å Tlxrz
c

,P 3 A
G,A

satisfl, the corldition A .) We now

PLa
G,A

,P3A
d,,A
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such that X
/* U Ir . If
(4)

'is 'in the yes-state 'i,n TLXT, and, f L and, Tz are uords oaer

there erists fi d,eriaation

Ttxrz + TLYZT,.
d,,A

derivation satisfies the conditions
Tz o\rer /rU Ir. Therefore the

.tx+
G

,S1 fS2 (X , I' € /o*)

d.t

a d,eriuati,on

(5)

1 , ushere §1 anil ,S2 are u;ords oaer /nu U I, , then there eri,sts

rLxT2
"rsi 

YS;r2

of length > I such that

Bivs; i s,rs,.

In (5) we appl,y only prod,ucti,ons the l,eft-hand, sid,es of whiah belong to IN .

Eaery woril,, ercept f rSiY S;7, of the d,erirsati,on (5) conta'ins eractly one %on-

term,inalof Ik and SiYS'r'i,sq,word,oaer I*. If intheword, T.XT, some

nonterm'inal, of T, or T, 'i,s in the yes-state, so'i't 'i,s i,n the woril TTSiYSL?, .

Proof. We prove lemma 2 by induction on the length of the deriva-
tion (a). Assume first that the derivation (a) is of the length 1. Then (a)

is X > YZ or X > ZY. Consider, for instance, the derivation

*
r*
G,,A

V[e can see that this
(5) for arbitrary T, ,

this case.

Assume now that, the lemma is true for all words T, ,

if the length of the derivation (4) is smaller than n(>2)
ivation (4) of the length rb . Write it in the form

(6)

We

z*sI ys',u:so,

where §z : §r§n or derivations

s5 ,S6I'§2 ,

where §r: §s§e. Suppose, for instance, the preceding case; the other
case can be treated analogously. Assume first that the length of the der-
ivation

of the derivation
lemma is true in

T, over /* U I, ,

. Consid.er a der-

*
+
G

,u3Z3
G

X>ZU
G

§1Y,S2

can now conclude that there exist derivations
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(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)

(10)'

Z* §.Y§,

^9,

equals 0. Consequently /S1 -§s:l,Y-Z and §e:,S4
have & derivation

We thus

U+
G

Consider the derivation

TLXT,+ TryUTr.
-c".1.

We can see, by (8) and the inductive hypothesis, that this derivation
satisfies the conditions of the derivation (5) in lemma 2.

Assume now that the length of the derivation (7) is > I . Because
it must be < n , we can decide, by induction hypothesis, that if Z is
in the yes-state in the word TtZUfz, then there exists a derivation

T,ZUT, TrSr}'.S; UT,
*

d,,A

of the length > I such that Sif§; 3 SrfS, accord.ing to G . In (9)
we apply only productions the left-hand sides of which belong to Ik .

Every word, except TLB|YS;UT, contains exactly one nonterminal of
.Ijo and Siy§; is a word over -I,*. If in the word, TrZU?, some non-
terminal of 1* is in the yes-state, then so it is in the word f$iy9|flTz.
In addition, all the nonterminals of §if§j are in the yes-state in the
word T§lYSlUfB. Consid.er the d.erivation

TLxr2 T,ZUT, T rS,I-S; U T,*+
e,e,

This derivation satisfies the condition of the derivatiou (5) in lemma 2.
Because X is in the yes-state in the word TrXT, , it follows that Z is
in the yes-state irL TLZUT, and the whole d.erivation (10) satisfies the
condition .4 . Thus we can write (10) in the form

TTXT2 TrS,,rS; UT,*

d,,A

X'urther ,SiyS;U 3 SrfSrU 5 SrfSrSn: §.Is, accord.ing to G . Also
we see immediately that all the productions rve have applied in (10)' start
from nonterminals of I* and every word, except TLSiYS*U?,, contains
one nonterminal of 1i,. By induction hypothesis, sif§;U is a word
over 1*. Let some nonterminal of -I," be in the yes-state in the word
ftxf z. Then it is also in the yes-state in the word TTZUT, and.therefore,
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by the induction hypothesis, also in the yes-state in the word ?r§iYS;Uf z .

The nonterminal U is in the yes-state in word TLZUT,. By induction
hypothesis it is in t'he yes-state in the word T$iyS;aTz. Therefore

it follows that all the nonterminals of SiyS;U are in the yes-state in
the word f§iYB'.UTz. Our lemma is thus established.

3. We now begin the proof of our above theorem' Assume as above

that X e L(G) and G is in the Chomsky normal form. Consider a der-

ivation (1) according to G. Let the word 0 be fixed in the following
way. Let there exist, a derivation

xo

then have a derivation

x,

such that

§i rs; §rr§,

On the other hand, all the nonterminals of
in the word §i y§; . Let X be a nonterminal
is of the form TLXT, (by lemma 2 , T, and

and there exists & derivation

sszs4

such that

(11) TLSYZS|T'

By lemma 2, we thus have

,Si Y§; are in the yes-state
of §i l'S; such that §i Y§;
T z are v'ords over /o,' U I ,)

*

G

*

§1 I'S2

A according to G By lemma 2, we

3 si r^si
-G"Å

+a
*+
G

x3

åa

Xo 3 Ttxrz > TLLT, § TLs;zsLr, ,

7,A 7,A G',-l

where

I{ence, by (11),

Every nonterminal of

S;ZS; sszs4

r§;zsnr,

t

G

åa
f LS;ZSLT r. except possiblv X , is in the yes-
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state in the
ivation

tr2)

of length 
= 

I such that

'word fLS;ZS'nTr. We continue in this way to obtain a c}er-

Xoå P
G,A

such that, f * q according to G and every nonterminal of P is in the
no-state or if some nonterminal, say X , is in P in the yes-state and
P is of the form P : TrXTz, then there exists no derivation of the form

X 3,S1 YS2

?r§rYS2T2* A.
G

If X is in the yes-state in the word P, then the only applicable pro-
ductions which start from X ate of the form X --> a (a is a terminal
letter).

Assume that P is of the form TrXT, and there exists a derivation

x§ BXC

of length 
=l 

suchthat B and Z arewordsover INIJlrarld.

TLBXCT\ 3 A

(13)

(11)

(16)

We then say that P has a cycle. Let Xr, Xr,"', X"(nZ 2) be some
distinct nonterminals of P such that P is of the form

(15) P: TtXrTzXz...T,-X.T.+1.

We also say that P has a cycle if there exist derivations

such that X,Ut +
terminals X, ,. . . )

and, in addition,

xr, * Brxr(r) ct ,

'':l å 
B'(')x'(') c'(') 

'

x,(,) 
å 

B,@)xt ci1*1

if j+k and X,p1 ,..
some order, -B's and C's

. , Xr(n) a,re the non-
are words over ,fjy U .fr

X,(*)
Xn in
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(17)

(18)

(1e)

rLxLT 2 
. . . T rulBrtilX;u+ \C r(ilTi(j)+r . . . T n+L å 

q,

where y' runs through the values 1,. . .,n (i,(l) : i,(n * f) : f).
Assume lhat P has a cycle of the form (13). Let R be the last word

in the derivation (12), where X is in the yes-state. Assume that .B is
of the form JflXXrX.l'rB. Without loss of generality we may assume
that the occurrence of the nonterminal X between ff, and Nz dis-
appears and the occurrence of X between -l[rX-l[, remains in the der-
ivation

nfrXnfrXf'r' §P
v,Å

which is a part of the derivation (12). Also we find that -E cannot contain
a nonterminal of lf,,, because in that case X 'would also be in the yes-
state in the following word (by lemma 2) contradicting the choice of R .

Because P is in this case of the form T.XT, we may conclude that there
exist derivations

]rrxrr, Tr, tr, 3 Tz
c

I

7

The derivations (19) are obtained because in the derivation (18) we do
not apply any production for the nonterminal X between -l[, and /[, .

It should be noted that, by lemma 2, tlne only productions which we apply
for X in the derivation (12) (and consequently in the derivation (18))
are of the form X ---> X. Because P has a cycle of the form (13) there
exists, by lemma 2, a derivation

R: I{TXNZXtrI'-* NiXNZXNBs* N'XN'N'XC'NS- RL.
G,A G"A

Every nonterminal which is in the yes-state in the word .B is also, by
lemma 2, in lhe yes-state in the word -Br. Therefore we can apply the
derivation (18) for ,8, and get, by (19),

BL TLB'XC'T' - P,'
*

G,A

Bv lernma 2, it follows that

B'XC'

Hence, by (14) P', * A accordirtg
tinue from Pi in the same way as

a derivation

BXC .

G If it is possible, .w__e lrow con-
the derivation (I2). We thus have

*

G

to
in
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(20) xo_S e; * r' ,

G,A C,A

where tgP'2P|>lgP and p'* Q accord.ing to G.
Assume now that, P' has a cycle of the form (16) and P' is thus of

the form P' : TtXrTzXz'''ToXoT^+r. Because p' L Q according
to G , we can infer that

1l

(21) Tr*Qr,Xr§ g;,Tr*Qr,X,

such that ArA;ze; . " ,å^*r : A."u.*uuse
that

B,ti)x,u+1)oju)§ Qlr,, U: I ,2,"',%)'

be the word in the U*rlr.otion (20) such that one of the nonter-
X, , X, , , Xn is in the yes-state in R and in the other words

derivation

R§ P,
G,A

(which is a part of the derivation (20)) all the nonterminals X, , . . . , Xo
are in the no-state. Assume, for instance, thal X, is in the yes-state in -B .

The case, where some other of the nonterminalu X, » . . . , Xo is in the
yes-state in .E can he treated analogously. Because the only productions
the left-hand sides of which belong to .I1, and which we have possibly
applied in (20) are of the form X --- X, we can coirclude that in the
derivation (23) we have not applied any production for the nonterminals
X2, . . . , X" or for the nonterminal Xt rvhich remains in the deriva-
tion (23). Suppose that R is of the form

.B : rfixrÄ'rxrÅL&rrr . . . x,fl,+r
and the nonterminal X, between Ni and .l[, disappears in the beginning
of the derivation (23). n'rom the above it now follows that

Irrixl^.', § T,,
e

.r-

ffrlTi {i-2,...,yt+1)
e

Because Xl is in the yes-state in

t e;,...,Tn*rå e*+r

of the relations (17), it' follows

(22)

Let R
minals
of the

(23)

(24)

R > iv'ixrtr Xr " .rr,,+r 3
G,A d',A

R 1tr'e have, b), (16) and lemma

irixrtl rB|x rtz)o t . . . -4r,,+ r : ar

c)
H)
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It should be noted that it follows from the choice of E that lfixr.nf, and
ff, . . ..1[,*, are words over 1* U 1, and we can apply lemma 2. Because
in .Rr X4z1 is in the yes-state (by lemma 2) we get further, by (16) and
lemma 2,

-81+ ifixl-öf1B1x42y7r. ' .X;tz). . .N,*, å
7,e d',,E

Nix$$lx;121c'r. . . Bi(\xt@cJ1r1 . . .iy',-, - Rz.

Continuing in the same wa,y we finally get

*,_, ! fli. . . Bitxp:b). . . r.+r : Rn.
G,A

By lemma 2, it follows that each nonterminal which is in the yes-state
in "E is also in the yes-state in .8" . Therefore 'we can apply the d"eri-

vation (23) for R" and we thus get, lry Q4).

a^ 3 rra;x4z)ci' . . B:@)xp'tb.t. . . To+t : p't
t,.t

It, further follows, by lemma (2), (2L) and (22), that

5t*,11 > T1B1Xip1Cr., . Tr(")Br(,)XrC(., . . . Tn+t
G

! rre'r. . - T,oteiot. . . ?n+t

å Qr7'r''' Q,61Qi(,)'' Qn;L

If it is possible, we now continue from P';
ivation (12). We thus have a derivation

NoI ri1 P" ,

ö,e -c,e

where lgP" 2lgP|.>lgP>lgP and P" 3 Q according to G.
In this way rile continue eliminating one cycle after another. Because the
length of the word Q is fixed we finally get a derivation

(25) Xo_i Pt'l (d > o , P$ : P) .

C,A

where P(i) has no cycles. In each word of the deri'ration (25) there exists
at most one nontermiaal of /i,.

fn P(r) there exists a nonterminal X with the property that if Y
runs through all the nonterminals of P(') and P(') is written in the
form KYM, then there exist no derivations of the form

in the same .rr&y as in the der-
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(26) 
:

of length . I such that

We prove this statement,
eYerJr nonterminal of Y$)
(26). Let X, , X, ,. . . , Xn
P(;) respectively be of
We then have a sequence

rl,,F

Aj(t*r) +
G

such that

(27) K,(,*r)BioXi$OitqMi(r=r)

Because the number of the nonterminals Xj
distinct values of t , say k and rn (k I m) ,

X;tol : Xj(*) . We then have

xtru i Bi(*-rt x;t* -t)ci(*-r) ,

X1,--') 
å 

Bj@-r)Xi(*-z)C i(*-z),

xi(o*r) * Biotxiro9iat
G

such that (27) hotds. This means that P(') has a cycle which is impossible.
Let, for instance, X be the nonterminal with the above property.

We then eliminate X from the word P(') by applpng all possible pro-
ductions which start from X. We thus have a derivation

13

BXC

KBXCtut * A.

ind.irectly. ,; fact,, assume the contrary, for
there exists at least one derivation of the forrn
be the distinct nonterminals of p$ and let
the form P(o - KjXjMj,j - 1,2,. . .,rb .

Bi,Xi(qCi@ (t-_ 1 ,2 ,3 . .)

åa
is finite, there must be two
such that J@ - J(m) and

Y*

(28)

such that

(2e)

and the nonterminal

(30)

pt;l § E
G

E*a
G

X does not occur in the derivation (29). Let

E:ET
G,A
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be any derivation which we get in the same way as the derivation (12),
in other words, by applying productions of the form (5) and X --> X.
such that

Assume further that .8, is a word over INU Ir. The eliminated non-
terminal X cannot occur in any derivation of the form (30). fn fact,
&ssume that there exists a derivation

8,,

,r* a

E3
G,A

rvhere X e Ez such that tr\ A accordirrg to G
nonterminal of Ik , we can form a derivation

If Ez contains a

ESEz
7,A

such that X € tu, E, 3 A according to G and

V[e now have, by lemma 1, a d.erivation fr :
This, however, leads to a contra,diction.

Assume that EL has a cycle, for instance,
that the nonterminals X, , X, ,. . , Xn are in
word of the derivation

frs isawordoYer /rU Ir.
Er* A accordirrg to G.

of the form (16). Srppose
the no-state in the everY

3Eg
e

(3r)

Let, for instance, P{i) be

p$l - NLxLNzxz. . . xoilo+r

and E, of the form

Et: TtXtTrXr' ' ' XnTn-r .

Because in the derir.ation (31) ri'e do not opply any production for the non-
terminals X;(i : 1,2,.. .,tu), \re mav infer that

p(il EL

of the form

*

c

(32)

Because .8, is assumed to have a cycle of the form (16), the relations (t7),
(21) and (22) hold. By (32) and lemma 1, we may norv replace T; in (21)
by nfr(i:1,2,...,n*l) andthuswesee that p(i) has a cycle
which is impossible. Therefore we may conclude that in the derivation (3f )
there exists a word, where some of the nonterminals X, , . . . , Xo are in

Är, å
c
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the yes-state. rf this word exists in the derivation (2g), then the word ^oalso has this property. lve thus see that a word of this kind can always
be found in the derivation (80). This means that if we eliminate a cycle
from 21, we do not change the derivations (25) and (2g) in any way.

we now continue by eliminating cycles from the words in the same
way es before and we thus get a derivation

Eo,

l5

E*
G,A

where Eo does not contain any cycles. rf EF)
of I N then there exists in E(i) a nonterminal y
if Z runs through all the nonterminals of E(i)
the form KZM , then there exist no derivations

ZSBYo
such that

KBYClT

IVe eliminate this nonterminal
startfrom Y. Thus

contains nonterminals
with the property that
and E(i) is written in
of the form

applying all possible productions which

g(i)

x and Y do rlot appear in the derivation
we finally get a derivation

åa
by

such that

(33)

The eliminated nonterminals
(33). Continuing in this way

(34)

åw

w*a

xr§ a
e

This derivation has the following properties:
(1) The number of occurrences of a nonterminal never decreases by

more than one before it again increases, with the exception of a part of
the derivation (34), in which the number of occurrences of this nonter-
minal monotonically decreases and the nonterminal wholly disappearst"'äiTrj;Tå:i"li 

the derivation (84) contains ar most or" ,rorrt""-irul
of In.

rn order to reach the proof of the theorem, we have still to modify
the derivation (34) to some degree. x'or a nonterminal x € IN, there exist
three possibilities:
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(i) X does not appear in the derivation (34) at all.
(ii) X occurs in each word of the derivation (3a) at, most otrce.

(iii) In the derivation (34) there exists a wotd, 'where X occurs twice.

In case (i) we make no changes in the derivation (34).

Consider case (ii). Assume that in the derivation (3a) X appears and
respectively disappears at least two times. When X appears the first
time, we have applied a production, where X is in the right-hand side

and which starts from a nonterminal different from X , for instance,
t --- XZ. We now replace this production by I_-XZ. When X in
the derivation (34) disappears the first time, we have applied a production
whioh is of the form X -, X . This production is now unnecessa,ry, be-

cause in the place of X there is already X . In this way we ca,il modify
the derivation (3a) in such a v'ay that X appears and disappears only
once in the modified derivation.

Consider case (iii). fn the same way as in the preceding case we can

eliminate X every bime when it appears, occurs only once and disappears

before we reach a word, where X occurs twice. After these arrangements
we see that the derivation (34) goes through I once .with respect io X .

After the above modifications we have a modified derivation (34)

which goes through I at most, once with respect to X €.I, . On the other
hand, in this modified derivation the nonterminal X cf /f,, may occur
twice in some words. 'We see, in addition, that the rnodification tloes not
affect any other nonterminals of l*.

We now choose another nonterminal I'' of -I, and rnodif;,' the cleriva-

tion again in such a way that we have a derivation which goes through I
at most once with respect, to Y . Continuing in this way we finally get

a derivation

x,(35) åa
e

which goes through t at most once u-ith respect to evely nont'errninal of 1* .

X'urther (35) goes through 3 zero times 'rvith respect to e\.erY rronterminal
of /ju . Because the word Q rvas arbitran- 1ve carl construct a derivation
of this kind for every word of L .

Atthebeginningof theproof we assunred that L eL. If ie L, we

first form a X-free context-free grarlul€tt G" such lhat L(G") : L - U')
(see for instance [8]). There exists a context-free grammar G equivalent
No G", which is in the Choilrsky norrnal form' For this grarnmar G v'e

perform the proof as above and form an equivalent grammar G lvhich
satisfies our theorem. Then v'e add to the set ,Ii' a nonterminal Xi which
will be a new initial symbol. To the set of the productions of d rre add

Ann. Acad. Sci. Fennicre
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the productions X'o---Xo and X'n--->),. This new grammar clearl;'
satisfies our theorem and generates the language Z. Our theorem is thus
established.

University of Oulu
Oulu, Finland
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